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 When University of Pennsylvania Law School dean and former U.S. 
Supreme Court Justice Owen J. Roberts wrote at the end of September 1948 
to his former colleague Justice Robert H. Jackson to invite him to speak at 
Penn, Jackson replied promptly and affirmatively, but with a curious caveat: 
 

I would be very happy to come to the University of 
Pennsylvania and talk with your students and faculty, 
provided it can be done informally.  I like to talk, as you 
know, if I can find an audience that will listen.  There are 
certain kinds of speeches I am refusing to make, however:  
one is any kind of speech where they have a radio hook-up.  
My early education was defective and I can’t spell very well, 
and when you have to talk to a radio audience by spelling out 
most of the words, as is the modern radio custom, it puts too 
much strain on me.  So I have flatly refused anything that has 
a radio hook-up.1 

 
When I quoted that Jackson line in a previous Jackson List post,2 

readers expressed puzzlement.  Two of their main queries are answered 
here: 
 

Q. Was Justice Jackson really a terrible speller? 
 

A. Not really.  Robert Jackson did not, as he noted, have much 
formal higher education.  After graduating from Frewsburg (NY) High 
School at age 17, he attended Jamestown (NY) High School for a post-
graduate year but then never attended college and spent only one year in 
                                                 

* Professor of Law, St. John’s University School of Law, New York City, and Elizabeth S. 
Lenna Fellow, Robert H. Jackson Center, Jamestown, New York (www.roberthjackson.org). An 
earlier version of this text was posted to my Jackson Email List on December 4, 2009. 
 For a selected archive of Jackson List posts, see my homepage at www.law.stjohns.edu.  To 
subscribe to the Jackson List, which does not display recipient identities or distribute their email 
addresses, send a note to barrettj@stjohns.edu. 

1 Robert H. Jackson to Honorable Owen J. Roberts, Oct. 5, 1948 (unsigned carbon copy), in 
Robert H. Jackson Papers, Library of Congress, Manuscript Division, Washington, D.C. (“RHJL”) 
Box 46, Folder 6. 

2 See John Q. Barrett, Penn & Thanksgiving, 1948 (2009), available at 
www.stjohns.edu/academics/graduate/law/faculty/profiles/Barrett/JacksonList.sju. 
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law school.  But Jackson was well-educated, including through the 
mentoring of teachers and senior lawyers and through his own voracious, 
wide and lifelong reading.  His trail of handwriting contains regular spelling 
errors, but I don’t think his error rate is extraordinary, especially given the 
speed and quantity of his writing—he did a lot of his thinking by moving a 
fountain pen across yellow legal pads. 
 

Q. In fall 1948, what did spelling have to do with speaking on 
the radio? 
 

A. Nothing, really (except on certain game shows).  But the 
level at which one should properly address a radio audience was then a 
topic of much discussion. 
 

Jackson signed and sent his curious comment to Owen Roberts on 
Monday, October 4, 1948.  That day marked the start of the Supreme 
Court’s new Term, but the country’s attention really was focused on the 
impending presidential election.  President Harry S. Truman, having served 
all but a few months of President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s fourth term, now 
was seeking election in his own right.  Truman’s principal opponent, New 
York Governor Thomas E. Dewey, was the Republican Party’s nominee 
and was, according to all polls and virtually all commentators,3 sure to beat 
Truman (and the notable third and fourth party candidates, former Vice 
President Henry A. Wallace and South Carolina Governor J. Strom 
Thurmond). 

 
But President Truman was going down swinging.  In those fall 

weeks, he campaigned frenetically by whistle-stopping train across the 
country, delivering remarks that regularly were broadcast on the radio (as 
were his opponents’ speeches).  Late on the afternoon of Monday, 
September 27, 1948, for example, Truman spoke at Rebel Stadium in 
Dallas, Texas.  (This was Truman’s ninth extemporaneous speech of that 
day, and it was followed by three more addresses in Texas cities and towns 

                                                 
3 For just one example, which Jackson likely read, see Joseph Alsop, Matter of Fact:  Nothing 

Succeeds Like Success, WASH. POST, Sept. 22, 1948, at 9 (reporting from Iowa on the campaigning 
there by President Truman and Governor Dewey that opened the fall campaign season, and including 
these observations:  “The plain fact is that Truman has none of the stuff of political leadership about 
him, whereas Dewey possesses this queer, unanalyzed human chemical in increasing measure.  
Dewey in 1948 is a genuinely powerful figure, with genuine personal appeal to the masses of the 
voters.”). 
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before his day was done.4)  In his Dallas remarks, Truman lit into the 
Republican Party and its nominees:  
 

The biggest lobby in the history of the country was at 
work in Washington the whole time that 80th Congress was 
in session, and they accomplished their purpose, that lobby 
did.  You can't expect the Republican spokesmen to come out 
in the open and state clearly who it is the Republican Party is 
working for.  They don't dare do that.  You'd take them out 
and hang them if they did.  That would be disastrous. 

 
So in making their speeches they put them on a very 

high level, so high they are above discussing the specific and 
serious problems which confront the people. 

 
Recent efforts have been made to throw up a smoke 

screen which they hope the American people cannot see 
through.  Republican candidates are apparently trying to sing 
the American voters to sleep with a lullaby about unity in 
domestic affairs.5 

 
The next morning’s WASHINGTON POST, a paper that Jackson 

typically read, reported (and slightly overstated) the President’s Dallas 
remark in this page one headline:  Truman Mocks Dewey for His Lofty 
Talks.6  Jackson, when he dictated his letter back to Roberts less than week 
later, was somewhat mocking what press reports were portraying as 
Truman’s desperate disparagement of the intelligence of American radio 
listeners.  Roberts, reading Jackson’s letter, got the joke—Roberts wrote 
back that he “was amused at [Jackson’s] enumeration of the conditions on 
which [he] would talk to [Penn law] students.”7 

 
On Tuesday, November 2, 1948, President Truman—and a lot of 

listeners with whom he had communicated, in person and through the radio, 
quite effectively—had the last laugh. 

                                                 
4 Transcripts of these Truman speeches are available on the Truman Library website.  See 

www.trumanlibrary.org/calendar/main.php?currYear=1948&currMonth=9&currDay=27. 
5 President Harry S. Truman, Informal Remarks in Dallas, TX, Sept. 27, 1948, available at 

http://trumanlibrary.org/publicpapers/viewpapers.php?pid=1962. 
6 See Edward T. Folliard, Truman Mocks Dewey for His Lofty Talks, WASH. POST, Sept. 28, 

1948, at 1.  An image of this front page is attached at the end of this file. 
7 Owen J. Roberts to Mr. Justice Jackson, Oct. 8, 1948 (original), in RHJL Box 46, Folder 6. 






